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• 78 SNe of known type (60 CCSNe and 18 Type Ia SNe) took place  within the 466 galaxies of the SINGG 
survey (Meurer et al. 2006, Audcent-Ross et al. 2018). The 60 SINGG CCSNe comprise 45 Type II and 15 
SE SNe. 

• SINGG surveys nearby galaxies selected from HIPASS.  By selecting on neutral gas properties the 
SINGG sample is a representative selection of galaxies with a substantial interstellar medium, and 
they are therefore capable of forming stars.

The approach

Fig. 5 CDFs of the fluxes of the host galaxies interior to the Type Ia SNe 
positions. (a) CDFs show the radial distribution of all SINGG Type Ia SNe. 
(b) Only Type Ia SNe occurring beyond the inner 20 per cent of the R-band 
flux distribution are included in the CDF here. This CDF commences at 
(0.2, 0.2); the artificial start point reflecting the extent of observed 
central deficits (e.g., Anderson et al. 2015).  Bulges contribute 
significantly to central R-band fluxes, while producing less Type Ia SNe per 
unit mass than disks. The p=0.95 result shows that the radial distribution of 
SINGG Type Ia SNe outside the central region is consistent with R-band 
fluxes. 

A heterogeneous HI-selected sample of host galaxies

Within R90 SE SNe follow the Hα fluxes best (Fig. , p=0.83) consistent 
with SE SNe having high mass progenitors (M> 20 M⊙) and with earlier 
work (e.g., Anderson et al. 2012).

Within R90 SINGG Type II SNe most closely follow the FUV fluxes of 
their host galaxies (Fig. 4a, p= 79).  This is expected given growing 
evidence that most, if not all, of Type II SNe originate from single 
moderately massive (~ 8–16 M⊙) RSGs. The low correlation of the Type 
II SNe distribution and Hα, tracer of very high mass stellar 
populations, is consistent with observational evidence and modelling 
that indicates that most very massive (M ≥ 18 M⊙) stars may collapse 
directly to a black hole ("failed supernovae”: e.g., Smartt 2009).
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Fig. 1 Differences in ellipticity and PA are generally small and immaterial, as seen here. Left: 
three-colour image of example host galaxy  J1337-29 (M83), with SN 1983N location inside the R-
band flux aperture shown. 
Right: J1337-29 R-band and FUV flux measurement apertures are depicted with red and blue, 
respectively - Rmax solid lines and R90 dashed lines.  The grey apertures are the concentric SN-
enclosing apertures.  Note that the optimal SUNGG UV and SINGG optical apertures were 
determined independently generating very similar, but not always identical, apertures (size, 
ellipticity and position angle

Reduced supernovae rates for the outskirts of galaxies

• The outskirts are devoid of SE SNe (Fig. 2 bottom row) and have 
few CCSNe (Fig. 2 middle row)

• No SE SNe cases occur in the outer third of the FUV fluxes, nor in 
the outer ~20 per cent of the R-band fluxes (Fig. 2 bottom row) 

Fig. 2 Radial flux profiles normalised to Rmax with SNe locations indicated using a small grey and SE SNe circle: Type Ia (top row), Type II 
(middle row) (bottom row). The average radial positions for Type Ia, Type II and SE SNe are given on each plot, and show the now well known 
centralisation of SE SNe compared to Type II SNe. The mean SNe position is indicated with a large black symbol: cross, circle and triangle for 
Type Ia, Type II and SE SNe, respectively. To aid comparison the other SNe type mean positions are shown with grey symbols. Arrows 
highlight the reduced occurrence of CCSNe in the outer regions of host galaxies.

Reduced supernovae rates for the outskirts of galaxies

• Our results are consistent with reduced massive star formation efficiencies in the low 
density outskirts of galaxies

• The outer regions of our SINGG galaxies are devoid of stripped-envelope supernovae (SE SNe) 
• Outside R90 there are reduced numbers of core collapse supernovae (CCSNe)

Two progenitor streams for SE SNe?

• Within R90 SE SNe have the strongest correlation with Hα fluxes, supporting the generally 
held view that they have the highest mass progenitors (M> ~20 M⊙).  

• Results are not consistent, however, with the increasing number of direct detections of 
moderately massive binary SE SNe progenitors. 

• At least two distinct SE SNe progenitor streams, covering different mass ranges, may be 
required to explain these conflicting results.  

FUV is the best tracer for Type II SNe

• Within R90 the radial distribution of Type II SNe most closely follows the FUV emission of the 
host galaxies

• Our results are consistent with growing evidence that Type II SNe have moderately massive 
red supergiant progenitors 

(submitted)

With very few direct identifications of SNe progenitors (Smartt 2015, Van Dyk et 
al. 2017) researchers are using indirect methods to constrain their key 
characteristics (e.g. mass and metallicity).  Recent methods include examining 
the radial distributions of the SNe population (e.g. Anderson & James 2009), 
analyzing and modelling SNe light curve behaviour (e.g. González-Gaitán et al. 
2015), and dating stellar populations near SNe (e.g. Gogarten et al. 2009).

Hα, R-band and FUV fluxes can be used to put limits on the CCSN progenitor 
mass range. These fluxes trace different but overlapping mass ranges of star 
formation, helping researchers to determine possible mass ranges for SNe 
progenitors. Hα is an excellent direct tracer of very high mass star formation 
(M> ~20 M⊙), as only the most massive, short-lived (t < 10 Myr) O-type stars, are 
able to give rise to the photoionization of HI regions, leading to recombination 
Hα emission. R-band is a good tracer of stars, covering the entire mass 
spectrum down to ≤ 1 M⊙ .  UV emission arises from both O- and B-type stars. It 
is a useful indicator, therefore, of recent star formation of high mass stars (M>3 
M⊙).

The physical areas beyond R90,UV and R90,opt can be sizeable; XUV disks are 
common (e.g., Thilker et al. 2005, 2007) and R-band fluxes and Hα emission are 
concentrated (see Fig. 3). Performing radial analysis within R90 allows the bulk 
of the light to be assessed while ignoring the outskirts of the host galaxies, 
where local environmental factors may profoundly impact star formation. 
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Key findings

Fig. 3 Comparison of the SINGG (optical) and 
SUNGG (UV) elliptical flux measurement apertures: 
(a) at Rmax and (b) at R90. 
(c) SINGG (grey) and SUNGG (blue)  compactness 
values compared. Optical fluxes are significantly 
centralised (centred on R90/Rmax ~0.5) in 
comparison to the UV bimodal distributions. All 
three histograms reveal a sizeable population of 
galaxies with extended UV (XUV) discs. The 
observed bimodal distribution is not dissimilar to 
the ~30 per cent prevalence of XUV disks found by 
Thilker et al. (2005,2007).

Fig. 4 Cumulative distribution 
functions (CDFs) of the fluxes of 
the host galaxies interior to the (a) 
Type II SNe, (b) stripped-envelope 
supernova (SE SNe: Types Ib, Ic, 
Ib/c and IIb) and (c) the combined 
Type II and SE SNe sample 
positions. The R-band, Hα, NUV 
and FUV CDFs are shown in yellow, 
red, green and blue, respectively, 
using the symbols shown in the key. 
The number of SNe used in the 
construction of each CDF is also 
given in the key. The diagonal 
dotted normal line is an ideal 1:1 
CDF where the cumulative number 
of SNe exactly traces the radial 
flux distribution. The significance 
(p) of the one-tailed Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) testing is also listed, 
indicating the likelihood that the 
specified CDF is derived from the 
same population as the normal 
line.

Type Ia SNe progenitors are best traced by the R-band fluxes and 
there is no correlation with UV fluxes. This is consistent with most, 
if not all, Type Ia WD progenitors having low mass companions, such 
as in the double degenerate model. While the single degenerate 
model is favoured by some, our results do not support this model 
being a major Type Ia progenitor stream.

Evidence of possible reduced massive star formation has been detected in low 
luminosity and low surface brightness galaxies as well as in the outskirts of 
galaxies (Meurer et al. 2009; Bruzzese et al. 2015; Watts et al. 2018, Bruzzese 
et al. 2019 in prep.). 


